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Abstract— Joint scene understanding and segmentation for
automotive applications is a challenging problem in two key
aspects:- (1) classifying every pixel in the entire scene and (2)
performing this task under unstable weather and illumination
changes (e.g. foggy weather), which results in poor outdoor
scene visibility. These poor outdoor scene visibility leads to a
non-optimal performance of deep convolutional neural network-
based scene understanding and segmentation. In this paper,
we propose an efficient end-to-end contemporary automotive
semantic scene understanding approach under foggy weather
conditions, employing domain adaptation and illumination-
invariant image per-transformation. As a multi-task pipeline,
our proposed model provides:- (1) transferring images from
extreme to clear-weather condition using domain transfer
approach and (2) semantically segmenting a scene using a com-
petitive encoder-decoder convolutional neural network (CNN)
with dense connectivity, skip connections and fusion-based tech-
niques. We evaluate our approach on challenging foggy datasets,
including synthetic dataset (Foggy Cityscapes) as well as real-
world datasets (Foggy Zurich and Foggy Driving). By incorpo-
rating RGB, depth, and illumination-invariant information, our
approach outperforms the state-of-the-art within automotive
scene understanding, under foggy weather condition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scene understanding and pixel-wise segmentation is an
active research topic requiring robust image pixel classifica-
tion. However, the performance of the many state-of-the-art
scene understanding algorithms is limited to clear weather
conditions such that extreme weather and illumination vari-
ation could lead to inaccurate scene classification and seg-
mentation [1]–[6]. Up to now, too little attention has been
paid to address the issue of automotive scene understanding
under extreme weather conditions (foggy weather conditions
as an example) [7], [8], by proposing deep learning ap-
proaches generally applicable to ideal weather conditions
only. This paper introduces an efficient algorithm that tackles
the challenge of applicability of extreme weather conditions
via a novel multi-task learning approach that translates
foggy scene images to clear the scene and utilizes depth
and luminance images for a superior semantic segmentation
performance.
Previous attempts to tackle the issue of scene under-
standing under non-ideal weather conditions for shadow
removal and illumination reduction [2]–[5], haze removal and
scene defogging [11]–[13], and foggy scene understanding
[7], [8] are mostly based on conventional methods. Despite
the general trend of the performance improvement within
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Fig. 1: Exemplar prediction results of the proposed approach.
FS: Foggy Scene [7]; GCS: Generated Clear Scene using [9];
IIT: Illumination-Invariant Transform using [2]; along with
the corresponding semantic segmentation outputs (ours).
the automotive context [14]–[17], there is still room for
further improvement via using more advanced deep neural
networks. In parallel with using the recent techniques used in
image segmentation [10], [18]–[20], employing the concepts
of image-to-image translation to map from one domain to
another [9], [21] could be a useful step to colour transform
that enables accurate semantic segmentation performance
under extreme weather conditions.
In this work, we propose an efficient end-to-end automo-
tive semantic scene understanding via multi-task approach,
comprising both domain adaptation and segmentation net-
work architectures together. These architectures are capa-
ble of benefiting from domain transformation, illumination-
invariant image pre-transformation, depth and luminance
information to achieve superior scene understanding and
segmentation performance. As an effective technique to avoid
information loss and share high-resolution features in the
latter reconstruction stages during up-sampling of a CNN, we
use skip-connections [20], [22]–[24]. In addition, we use a
fusion-based idea as an integration method within the overall
model construction phases. To assess the impact on semantic
segmentation performance, extensive experiments are also
conducted using different invariant transformations (initial
pre-process).
II. RELATED WORK
Literature review is organized into three main categories:
(1) semantic segmentation (Section II-A), (2) domain transfer
(Section II-B), and (3) illumination-invariant and perceptual
colour space computation (Section II-C).
A. Semantic Segmentation
Modern segmentation techniques utilize deep convolu-
tional neural networks and outperform the traditional ap-
proaches by a large margin [14]–[17], [25]. These contri-
butions use a large dataset such as ImageNet [26] for pre-
trained models. Recent segmentation techniques have their
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Fig. 2: Overview of our approach using [9], [10]. The source domain X (foggy scene) mapped to the target domain Y (fine
scene). Subsequently, the generated (Y ) is fed to the RGB encoder in the semantic segmentation network. Depth (D) and
luminance (L) image are incorporating RGB via DL encoder. Ultimately, the output from the two encoders is passed to the
semantic segmentation decoder.
distinct characteristics by their designs such as:– (1) the net-
work topology for instance using: pooling indices [25], skip
connection [22], multi-path refinement [17], pyramid pooling
[14], fusion-based architecture [19] and dense connectivity
[18], (2) using alternative inputs such as depth as an extra
channel RGB-D for the input image [19], [27], incorporate
depth and luminance [10], and illumination invariant [28],
(3) inclusive or not adverse-weather conditions [7], [8]. As
the main objective of this work is semantic segmentation
under foggy weather condition, recent studies in this latter
domain within the literature are specifically presented.
Foggy Scene Segmentation: Although studies have recog-
nized the issue of foggy weather within scene understand-
ing, there is limited research within the literature. One of
these approaches, named SFSU [7], shows a semi-supervised
approach adapting methods in [17], [29] to perform scene
understanding under foggy scenes using synthetic data.
Generating Foggy Cityscapes [7] (partially synthetic dataset
discussed in IV) by adding fog to real images in the known
datasets Cityscapes [30], the approach of [7] overcome the
high cost of gathering and annotating data under extreme
weather conditions. The above-mentioned supervised step
is conducted to improve the semantic segmentation perfor-
mance. Subsequently, this supervised learning combined with
the unsupervised technique by augmenting clear weather
images to their synthetic fog images. In another study,
CMAda [8] proposes an adaptive semantic segmentation
model from light synthetic fog to real dense fog. Developing
a fog simulator, CMAda generates foggy datasets by adding
synthetic fog into real images. Like [7], CMAda [8] is based
on the RefineNet architecture [17] as semantic segmentation.
B. Domain Transfer
Transferring an image from its real domain to another
differing domain allows multiple uses of such images taken
in complex environments or generated in different forms.
Using recent advances in the field of image style transfer,
[31], where they generate the target image by capturing the
style texture information of the input image by utilizing
the Gram matrix. Work by [33] shows that image style
transfer (from the source domain to the target domain) is
the process of minimizing the differences between source
and target distribution. Recent methods [9], [21], [34] used
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [35] to learn the
mapping from source to target images. Based on training over
a large dataset for specific image style, [9] shows an efficient
approach to transfer image style from one image into another.
Within the context of our work, we take advantage of [9]
to improve the semantic segmentation by generating target
scenes (clear-weather scenes) from the source domain (foggy
scenes images) as a source image Ix mapped into a target
domain Iy - hence significantly increasing our available
image data training resource.
C. Illumination-Invariant Images
An illumination-invariant image I is a single channel
image calculated by combining the three RGB colour chan-
nels in the image IRGB ∈ {IR, IG, IB} that removes (or
minimizes) scene colour variations due to varying scene
lighting conditions. Inspired by [1], there has been numerous
illumination-invariant image representation techniques [1]–
[6], [36] proposed in the literature. Mainly used for shadow
removal in the outdoor scenes, illumination-invariant pre-
processing provides better scene classification and under-
standing through reducing the illumination variations [28].
In this work, we take advantage of the image illumination-
invariant transformation proposed in [2], to be used as an
alternative input to CNN-based scene understanding.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
Our main objective is to train an end-to-end network
that semantically labels every pixel in the scene that is
invariant weather to conditions and illumination variations.
In general, our approach consists of two sub-components,
namely domain transfer and semantic segmentation (each of
them could be functioning as an integrated unit). These sub-
components produce two separate outputs: generated image
(from fog to clear-weather) and semantic pixel labels. The
pipeline of our approach is shown in Figure 5. In this section,
we will discuss the details of the two sub-components:
Domain Transfer Model and Semantic Segmentation Model.
A. Domain Transfer Model
Our goal is to learn mapping D :X → Y from source
domain X (foggy scenes) to the target domain Y (clear-
weather) for which we assume such scene visibility level in
the constructed image is the optimal input to the Seman-
tic Segmentation Model (Section II-A). We use generative
adversarial networks proposed in [9] to generate the target
images used later for the semantic segmentation task. A
generator GX→Y (generating clear scenes samples Y ′) and
a discriminator DY (to discriminate between Y and Y ′) are
used to perform the mapping function from the source and
target domains. The loss for each generator G with D is
calculated as follows:
Ladv(X → Y ) = min
GY→X
max
DY
Ey∼Pd(y)[log(D)(y)]+
Ex∼Pd(x)[log(1−DY (GX→Y (x)))]
(1)
where Pd is the data distribution, X the source domain with
samples x and Y the target domain with the samples y.
B. Semantic Segmentation Model
As a subsequent component to the overall model, our
pipeline performs the task of semantic segmentation on
generated images Y ′ (target domain via GX→Y (X) = Y ′)
incorporated with depth D and luminance L, via Semantic
Segmentation Model) (shown in Fig. 3). Motivated by [10],
we use an auto-encoder model for automotive semantic
segmentation. The network design mainly consists of two
encoders:- RGB encoder (ERGB) and depth with luminance
encoder (EDL), to downsample the input image, and a
decoder (D) to upsample the feature maps to the original in-
put dimension. In addition, dense-connections and extracted
fusion maps are implemented in the baseline architecture.
RGB encoder: As designed to deal with a three-channel
RGB input, RGB encoder (ERGB) comprises three down-
sampler blocks with convolutional and max pooling layers
followed by batch normalization and ReLu activation func-
tion ({16, 64, 128} respectively). Subsequently, five non-
bottleneck modules are implemented including the factorized
convolutions (convolution kernel n×n factorized into n×1
and 1×n), each followed by batch normalization and ReLu
with residual connections. With dilated and factorized con-
volutions, eight non-bottleneck modules were implemented
as a last component of ERGB .
Fusion Layer
Non-Bottleneck
Conv FeatMap
Non-Bottleneck with dilated conv
Dense Block
RGB Image
DL Image
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1024x512x3
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Fig. 3: Details of the segmentation network which consists
of two encoders taking two types of inputs: RGB Image and
DL Image (with Depth and Luminance channels).
DL encoder: Unlike RGB encoder, depth and luminance
encoder (EDL) deals with depth and luminance images (con-
catenated as two-channel input). As a parallel functioning to
ERGB , EDL is designed with a dense connectivity technique
for the information flow enhancement from earlier to last
layers. Specifically, EDL consists of a downsampler (same
as in ERGB) followed by three dense blocks each has four,
three, four modules respectively (EDL has the same number
of channels as ERGB). Each dense block is followed by a
transition layer designed with 1×1 and followed with 2×2
average pool layer. As some datasets do not contain depth
maps, we use a luminance only encoder (EL) which is
identical to (EDL) except taking the only luminance channel.
ERGB and EDL are linked by fusing output layers from
blocks sharing the same number of channels among ERGB
and EDL. The fusion connectivity is simply implemented
by summing the two layers such that for inputs x and y, the
fused feature map is ERGB(x) + EDL(y) or EL(y).
Decoder: After fusing the last extract feature maps from
ERGB and either EDL or EL, a decoder D is performing
upsample the feature maps to the original resolution. The up-
sampling is implemented in three stages {64, 16, 19}. In the
first two stages, convolutional transpose, batch normalization
and ReLu activation function, as well as two non-bottleneck
modules, are employed. As a last component in the encoder,
a convolutional transpose layer mapped the output to 19 class
labels we aim to predict (class labels).
Unlike LDFNet [10], we utilize skip connections for the
fused features in the encoders into the decoder in order to
avoid loss of the high-level spatial features before being
downsampled. The fused feature maps {64, 16} passed
from the encoders are concatenated with the corresponding
upsampled feature maps in the decoder. As a semantic
segmentation loss function, pixel-wise softmax with cross-
entropy is used summing over all pixels within a patch as
follows:
Pk(x) =
eak(x)∑K
k′=1 e
ak′ (x)
, (2)
Lseg = −log(Pl(S(x))), (3)
Foggy Zurich Foggy Driving
Fig. 4: Sample images from Foggy Zurich [8] and Foggy
Driving [7] along with their annotations.
where S(x) denotes to the output of the segmentation
network, ak(x) the feature activation for the channel k, K is
the number of classes, Pk(x) is the approximated maximum
function and l is the ground truth label. As a multi-task end-
to-end pipeline, the joint loss function for the model with
two tasks is calculated as follows:
L = Ladv(Iy) + λsegLseg(Is), (4)
where λseg is a weighting coefficient, and empirically chosen
as 0.10 to balance the two losses.
IV. DATASET
The availability of numerous well-annotated datasets such
as [26], [30], [37], [38] has led to a proliferation in semantic
segmentation studies. In this section, we will present the
following datasets used in this paper:- Cityscapes dataset
[30] as the base dataset representing clear scenes, Foggy
Cityscapes dataset [7] as a partially synthetic dataset where
the fog is added into the clear-scenes, Foggy Driving [7]
and Foggy Zurich [8] as real-world images where the
adverse-weather (fog) is present. Besides, we will show
the illumination-invariant pre-transformation used in our
approach, as a technique to reduce the impact of such varying
illumination conditions.
Cityscapes Dataset: We evaluate our approach on the
Cityscapes [30], a large dataset for semantic segmentation of
urban scenes. The dataset comprises of 2, 975 training and
500 testing image examples (at a resolution of 1024×2048)
with 19 pixel classes: {road, sidewalk, building, wall, fence,
pole, traffic light, traffic sign, vegetation, terrain, sky, person,
rider, car, truck, bus, train, motorcycle and bicycle}.
Foggy Cityscapes Dataset: Foggy Cityscapes [7] is a
partially synthetic dataset generated from real scenes from
Cityscapes [30] by adding synthetic fog to the real images
using fog simulation [7] (the real images are taken in the
clear-weather conditions). Three different versions of this
dataset depending on fog density level (controlled using
attenuation coefficient β ∈ {0.005, 0.01, 0.02} - from light to
dense fog) are used. As real scenes dataset is provided with
fine annotated images, we employ the annotations as labels
for the synthetic foggy datasets. Foggy Cityscapes dataset
consists of 8925 training and 1500 testing image examples
(resolution on 1024× 2048).
Foggy Driving Dataset: Foggy Driving dataset [7] (Fig. 4) is
a real-world dataset collected in the foggy-weather condition,
consisting of 101 images (at a resolution of 960×1280) with
annotations for semantic segmentation and object detection
tasks. Following Cityscapes dataset, Foggy Driving dataset
is labelled with 19 classes.
Foggy Zurich Dataset: Foggy Zurich [8] (Fig. 4) is a
real foggy-scenes dataset consisting of 3808 images (at the
resolution of 1920 × 1080) collected in the city of Zurich.
Using Cityscapes approach, Foggy Zurich provides pixel-
level annotations for 40 scene, including dense fog.
Illumination-Invariant Pre-transformation: The
illumination-invariant image, where global illumination
variation and localised shadows are significantly reduced
within the scenes, is computed using the approach proposed
in [2]. To generate such an invariant representation, a 3-
channel floating point RGB image (IRGB ∈ {IR, IG, IB})
converted into the corresponding illumination-invariant
image as follows.
IMaddern = 0.5 + log(IG)− αlog(IB)−
(1− α) log(IR),
(5)
where α = 0.48 for the reference camera in use (Point
Grey Bumblebee-2), and 0.5 for pixels normalised into the
range {0...1}. For further evaluation, we use the illumination-
invariant channel combined with AB ∈ LAB as IAB, and
with HS ∈ HSV as IHS to assess their impact on the
performance of our model.
Luminance Transformation: Luminance transformation is
a translated grayscale image L generated from IRGB ∈
{IR, IG, IB} to reduce the noise and improve getting better
feature extraction, defined as follows:
L = 0.299(IR) + 0.587(IG) + 0.144(IB) (6)
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implement our approach in PyTorch [41]. For opti-
mization, we employ ADAM [42] with an initial learning
rate of 5 × 10−3 and momentum of β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0, 999.
The weighting coefficient in the loss function is empirically
chosen to be λseg = 0.10. By following [43] and [10], we
weight the classes of the dataset duo to imbalance number
of pixels of each class in the dataset as follows:
ωclass =
1
ln(c+ pclass)
(7)
where c is an additional parameter set to 1.10 to restrict
the class weight and pclass is the probability of belonging
to that class. We train the model for 100 epoch by using
NVIDIA Titan X and GTX 1080Ti GPUs. Like [10], we
apply data augmentation in training using random horizontal
flip. For semantic accuracy evaluation, we use the following
evaluation measures:- (1) class average accuracy, the mean of
the predictive accuracy over all classes, (2) global accuracy,
which measures overall scene pixel classification accuracy,
and (3) mean intersection over union (mIoU).
Dataset Foggy Zurich Foggy Driving Foggy Cityscapes
Methods
Results Global avg. Class avg. Mean IoU Global avg. Class avg. Mean IoU Global avg. Class avg. Mean IoU
AdSegNet [39] — 0.25 — 0.44 —
SFSU [7] — 0.35 — 0.46 —
CMAda2+ [40] — 0.43 — 0.49 —
CMAda3+ [8] — 0.46 — 0.49 —
Our approach
IAB 0.84 0.54 0.43 0.91 0.65 0.54 0.89 0.69 0.54
IHS 0.89 0.61 0.45 0.90 0.62 0.51 0.88 0.66 0.53
FS 0.89 0.60 0.51 0.88 0.58 0.44 0.90 0.69 0.56
IIT 0.91 0.63 0.52 0.91 0.67 0.54 0.92 0.70 0.59
GCS 0.94 0.60 0.54 0.89 0.72 0.59 0.92 0.71 0.60
TABLE I: Quantitative comparison of semantic segmentation over the Foggy Zurich [8] and Foggy Driving [7] datasets of
scenes with 19 classes. Our approach addressed five variants: with pre-transform as Illumination-Invariant Transform IIT
[2], combined with AB ∈ LAB as IAB, or with HS ∈ HSV as IHS; with no transform (Foggy Scenes) FS in the presence
of fog; and with Generated Clear Scene GCS using [9].
VI. EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of automotive scene under-
standing and segmentation using the modified LDFNet [10]
CNN architecture, on the Cityscapes [30], Foggy Driving [7],
and Foggy Zurich [8] datasets. The evaluation was performed
as follows:
1) we train the semantic segmentation model (Fig. 3)
(employed later as a sub-model in the overall model
(Fig. 2) trained in step 3) on the Foggy Cityscapes
(partially synthetic datasets).
2) we fine-tune the model trained in step 1 on Foggy
Zurich and Foggy Driving dataset (real-world datasets).
3) foggy datasets used in the model trained in step 1
are first mapped to clear scenes using the domain
adaptation sub-model (Fig. 2), and subsequently the
generated images are fed into the semantic segmen-
tation sub-model (Fig. 2) to train the second-task
(semantic segmentation).
4) we fine-tune the model obtained from step 3 on Foggy
Zurich and Foggy Driving dataset.
5) we generate the illumination-invariant transform IIT
and perceptual colour-space IAB and IHS from the
foggy datasets and use them as alternative inputs for
the model trained in step 1, to assess their impact.
We will present and analyze the results of each step above
in the next of this section.
Foggy Scenes (FS): As an initial stage, we evaluate the per-
formance of semantic segmentation on foggy scene datasets:
{Foggy Cityscapes [7], Foggy Driving [7], and Foggy Zurich
[8]}. Here, we deal with the semantic segmentation model
(shown in Fig 3) as an independent model and isolated
from the whole pipeline to investigate its performance on
the foggy dataset. With an improvement of (5%), our ap-
proach achieves the heights mean intersection-over-union
(mIoU) accuracy (51%) when compared with the reference
results of CMAda [8] on Foggy Zurich [8]. However, the
reference results of CMAda [8] produce the highest mIoU
(49%) on Foggy Driving [7] (see Table I). As the scene
visibility is significantly poor in the foggy weather condition,
this method produces the lowest accuracy (when compared
with using domain adaptation and illumination-invariant pre-
transformation techniques discussed later) in the evaluation
measures: (overall, class average, and mean IoU accuracy)
(90%, 69%, 56%) respectively using (Foggy Cityscapes),
(88%, 58%, 44%) (Foggy Driving), and (89%, 60%, 51%)
(Foggy Zurich) (see Table I). Within individual class perfor-
mance, this method fails to achieve any improvement (Table
II) when compared with the methods discussed in the next
of this section.
Generated Clear Scenes (GCS): The second evaluation
is performed on the generated datasets (with clear scenes)
using domain transfer approach shown in Section III-A. We
mapped the source domain (foggy scenes) in the aforemen-
tioned foggy datasets into the target domain (clear scenes),
assuming that will increase the level of visibility and lead to
better scene understanding and segmentation. In this stage,
we make use of the two models (domain transfer and seman-
tic segmentation) simultaneously in one pipeline (Fig. 2). As
a result, this method outperforms the reference results of [7],
[8] and the above method on all the evaluation measures
(overall, class average, mIoU) (92%, 71%, 60%) respectively
using Cityscapes, (89%, 72%, 59%) (Foggy Driving), and
(94%, 60%, 54%) (Foggy Zurich) (see Table I). With an
improvement of (8%) and (10%) in mIoU on Foggy Zurich
and Foggy Driving respectively, this method shows a large
impact of employing domain transfer technique to map the
complex weather condition to the clear one. For per-class
performance, this method achieves higher results (on Foggy
Cityscapes) in (cIoU) (seven classes) among the five methods
conducted in this work (see Table II), placing it second when
compared with the other methods in this manner.
Illumination-Invariant Transform (IIT): As a slight differ-
ence over the first evaluation, we train the semantic segmen-
tation model on the illumination-invariant images generated
from the foggy datasets (Foggy Cityscapes, Foggy Driving,
Foggy Zurich) using the approach of [2]. In other words, we
are replacing foggy dataset (RGB images) with illumination-
invariant images to see their impact on the CNN-based
model performance. This method achieves the highest mIoU
accuracy (52%) and (54%) on (Foggy Zurich) and (Foggy
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TABLE II: Class IoU results on the Foggy Cityscapes [7] using five evaluation methods. FS: Foggy Scene (no transform);
IAB: illumination-invariant compined with AB in (LAB); IHS: Illumination-Invariant combined with HS in (HSV); GCS:
Generated Clear Scene [9]; IIT: Illumination-Invariant Transform using [2].
Foggy Cityscapes GCS IIT IHS IAB
Foggy Zurich
Foggy Driving
Fig. 5: A comparison of semantic segmentation predictions on Cityscapes [30] for the proposed approach. Left column
shows results with no domain adaptation and image pre-transformation, followed by the four scenarios:- GCS: Generated
Clear Scene [9]; IIT: Illumination-Invariant Transform [2]; IHS: Illumination combined HS in (HSV colour space); and
IAB: Illumination combined with AB in (LAB colour space).
Driving) respectively when compared with the reference
results of [7], [8] (see Table I). However, this technique
has achieved the second highest accuracy in (overall, class
average, and mIoU accuracy) (92%, 70%, 59%) respectively
using Cityscapes, (91%, 67%, 54%) (Foggy Driving), and
(91%, 63%, 52%) (Foggy Zurich) when compared with the
above methods (see Table I). As per-class comparison, supe-
rior performance in the majority of classes (eleven classes)
(using Foggy Cityscapes) among the five methods conducted
in this work (see Table II) has achieved using , ranking it in
the top.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel end-to-end automotive se-
mantic scene understanding via domain transfer to an
illumination-invariant representation. The proposed model
can semantically predict per pixel scene labels under extreme
foggy-weather conditions. The use of domain adaptation
maps a scene taken in foggy conditions to a target domain
considered optimal (clear-weather) with visibility scene in-
creased. As a result, the performance of deep convolutional
network-based scene understanding and segmentation under
weather-condition has progressively improved [7], [8]. As
another way to improve scene understanding, we use an
illumination-invariant pre-transformation technique, with and
without hybrid colour information, applied as alternative
inputs to semantic segmentation network. By examining
these transforms, we are able to show that pre-processing
can influence trained network performance. Using fusion-
based architecture, dense connectivity and skip-connections
for the feature fusion, our approach achieves significant
results over the state-of-the-art semantic segmentation under
foggy weather condition [7], [8], [40].
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